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Secrets Never Stay HiddenJust Ask Any GhostWhen Carrie Jo and Ashland Stuart uncovered the
truth about the ghosts of Seven Sisters, they were sure that the supernatural activity would end.
When they return home to Mobile after their honeymoon, they soon realize they were wrongâ€•"not
everyone is at rest. Something or someone is reaching out to the dream catcher. And this time, lives
are in the balance.After a tragic accident, Carrie Jo uses her gift to help a hurting friend in a new
wayâ€•"with hair-raising results! In a true good-versus-evil showdown, Carrie Jo witnesses the
ghosts of the past struggle with one another. What will she and her friends have to sacrifice for evil
to be defeated?Books in the Seven Sisters SeriesSeven SistersMoonlight Falls on Seven
SistersShadows Stir At Seven SistersThe Stars That FellThe Stars We Walked UponËƒËƒËƒ The
Desert Queen SeriesThe Tale of NefretThe Falcon RisesThe Kingdom of NefretËƒËƒËƒ Praise for
the Seven Sisters Series"Historical fiction mixed with a modern mystery at its finest!""This book is
fabulous with delightful characters.""Cannot stop reading! Intriguing storyline, well developed
characters, so enjoy the building of the plot and storyline!""I absolutely love this book and couldn't
wait to read the second one in the series!""Easy reading. Very exciting, captivating & intriguing!
Could not put the book down."If you love fast-paced ghost stories, grab a sample or a copy now!
The Idlewood Series is the Seven Sisters Spin Off! Follow Carrie Jo, her family and friends to a new
house, more ghosts and of course, plenty of Southern charm. Books in the Idlewood Series are as
follows:1. The Ghosts of Idlewood2. Dreams of Idlewood3. The Whispering Saint4. The Haunted
Child5. The Heart of Idlewood
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This is really a pathetic book presented as a series of books. It's as if the author wrote a book, didn't
finish, divided the one book into three novels and added an epiloge at the end of the third book in an
attempt to quickly tie up loose ends. Then began the fourth book - this one - having forgotten she
had killed off one of the characters, and then presenting the recently deceased character as still
alive and causing trouble.If an author cannot remember the timeline of his/her own characters, then
the author has no business writing books for sale. It's almost as if she wabted to maje as much as
she possibly could with the least amount of effort.This could have been an interesting book (NOT
BOOKS), had the author devoted more time and attention to her own writing.

Barely just okay. The first three books were free on Kindle Unlimited and the story, albeit slow
paced, did eventually move along with the paranormal elements the only aspect to catch my
interest. With the exception of very few, most characters are one dimensional. The story goes in
circles then when you think it will finally progress the author throws in a new character to go off in a
totally different direction. The modern version of never ending story. By the time I finished book four,
which I bought, I was done. This story goes round and round until it falls down, no doubt from the
dizzying effects of the soap opera characters, dialogue and scenes. Books five and six I have no
interest in reading. What could've been a good historical, genealogical, paranormal adventure
turned into tripe. The characters became annoying in their chronic whining, crying and insecurities.
Personalities flip flopped and the strong became the weak and vice versa. You would think that
would make for good drama but not so much in this series. If interested and a Kindle Unlimited
customer then download the first three free books and save your money on the fourth as the
number of reviews show. Fourth, fifth, and sixth books have less and less reviews. No doubt
through less and less readers.

this book completely contradicted the book that came before in the series, and I use that word
lightly. I regret buying it. the author needs to re-read what they have written and choose one plot to

go with. one character is alive here that died previously. another character has a different
name/back story than the book immediately prior to this. several points here were unclear. reads
like a teen fanfiction without a fandom

Whew! What a roller coaster ride! I feel as if my efforts in sticking with this author have been
vindicated. What started out as a great short story has finally evolved into a whole novel.Not all of
the characters were well developed. Some of the scenes could have been better sketched out, but
the story was good.I believe that this author is growing and learning. I am willing to read more of her
work.

So far, this was my least favorite of the series. I still liked it but I feel at this point it was just a stretch
of the series and was just too much. It was the last chapter, the closure, that was like "really??
enough!!" Quite honestly, I didn't really understand it. I had to reread it and then I was just so
underwhelmed. Apparently there is or there will be a 5th book and I am not really sure why. This has
closure and I feel like it has run its course. This actually disappoints me because this is how great
series lose credibility in my opinion.

This series is a walking cliche of everything that makes a bad series. Unanswered points from book
to book , stretching out a thin story , rushed endings with out answers , and too many offshoot
stories about characters that you can't remember who they are. This story could have been a great
read in one big book , but was watered down to be an ineffective series.

This is the 4th book in a series written by this author it should just be one book since this is the only
one that has an ending. I hate cliff hangers but these stories just stop. The writing was sad so many
confusing paragraphs as in one section the character turns the shower on twice and in between
pulls out clean clothes. The idea and story like I said should be all 4 books together and find a good
editor.

These books are very entertaining. My only problem is that book 1 and 2 should be one book, and
books 3 and 4 should be one book. The characters are interesting and I couldn't put the books
down. My only problem with this series is that the books simply end. It was not too much of a
problem for the first 4 books because I read one right after the other. The 5th book is another story.
The author never completely answers the mysteries in each book. The next book just brings more

questions.
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